
Using the Online Clip Gallery 
The advantages of using the clip gallery? Copyright, images are searchable through the clipgallery, easily accessible, the format 
works, and they are organized by type. 

1. In any Microsoft program, go to Insert and Clipart (even if clipart isn’t what you 
want). 

2. The clip gallery appears and you have two choices: 

 Use the clipart and sounds already present in the gallery. 

 Use the clip gallery online for more sounds. 

3. Want other clipart & sounds? Click on Clips Online (at the top of the 
window). 

4. Start your search by specifying what type of media you’re looking for: 
sounds, clipart, photos, or animation.  

5. Search for the sound you would like . . . in the sample, you’ll see “summer” 
was the search term. 

6. Check the box of any item you’d like to download. It’s a little like online 
shopping—fill your Selection Basket until you’re ready to check out.  

7. When you’re done searching and filling the basket, click on Download __ 
items. You’ll see a red arrow next to it. 

8. A new page appears with directions. Click on Download Now. 

9. A new message appears asking if you would like to open or save. Click on 
Open. 

10. The files will download into your local version of Clip Gallery. It might take a 
minute or two, so be patient. 

11. Whether it’s a sound, photo, or clipart, click on the clip you want to insert. You’ll get a 
new menu. Click on Insert (the first choice). 

NOTE: The clips you download are stored on the hard drive of the machine, so they are vulnerable to a 
couple of “predators”: Deep Freeze and reimaging. Deep Freeze will wipe out clip gallery additions when 
the machine is restarted. Reimaging will also wipe out images, but only happens from time to time. If 
you are using the same machine, you’ll generally find clips ready to use in the clip gallery. If you switch 
machines, you’ll have to download the clips you need.  

If you are working on a document over a number of days, it would be best though to use clips immediately if you’re not sure—add them to 
the document just in case. Delete the ones you don’t need. 


